Sustainable Short Term Income Fund - Retail Units
Fund Update
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The Fund invests in a combination of short-term money market instruments and medium-term floating securities that
are investment-grade rated. The investment process is designed to maximise returns while balancing the risk and
liquidity of the portfolio.

Performance as at 30 April 2022
1 mth %

3 mths %

Since inception %

Net return

(0.11)

(0.55)

(0.79)

Benchmark

(0.02)

(0.01)

0.01

Excess to benchmark

(0.09)

(0.54)

(0.80)

Inception date for performance calculations is 28 June 2021.
Net returns are calculated after fees and expenses and assume the reinvestment of distributions. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The benchmark is the Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index.
Excess to benchmark is calculated on Net return.

Portfolio Performance and Activity
There was little reprieve for asset markets in April as concerns
about global growth gave way to the continuous repricing of
Central Bank expectations, and inflation numbers printing well
above expectation. For only the second time in the 21st century
markets experienced a negative return in both global equity and
bond markets. In the US the S&P fell more than 5% and US
Treasuries lost more than 2% while locally the ASX200 was
down around -1% and treasuries -1.50%. The losses were
driven by multiple factors including the ongoing Russian
invasion of Ukraine and the risk of further escalation, the China
COVID-19 lockdowns and growing concerns that central banks
won't be able to deliver a soft landing as they battle heightened
inflation. By the end of the month domestic three- and 10-year
yields had risen 0.38% to 2.715% and 0.30% to 3.17%
respectively.
The growing inflationary pressure theme remained the
dominant driver of rates throughout April as it has been for
several months. In the Euro Area, CPI rose to a record high of
7.5%, the highest level since the single currency was formed. In
the US, the March inflation reading rose to a forty year high of
8.5%, with core inflation rising 6.5%. It was the same outcome
for Australia, with inflation printing at 5.1% y/y with the
trimmed mean, the RBA's preferred measure, printing at 3.7%
y/y. This continued inflation placed significant pressure on
central banks, with the markets increasing their expectations
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for future monetary policy tightening throughout April. Locally
the market brought forward the timing of the first tightening of
monetary policy with 0.15% priced for May and increased 12month cash expectation to 3.18% from 2.41%. Subsequently, the
first tightening fell short with 0.25% delivered at the May
meeting. This theme was replicated in the US and Euro markets
with a further 0.47% and 0.32% of tightening added to
expectations over the end of 2022. All in all, April moves added
to 12-month treasury losses with the domestic market now
down close to 7.50%.
April was another difficult month for credit markets globally.
The combination of geopolitical risk, COVID-19 concerns in
China and the broader issue of supply change and wage
pressures, inflation and central bank expectations resulted in
spreads pushing back to the wides of early March. Locally,
liquidity concerns grew with banks reporting most investors
were focused on risk reduction with the recycling of inventory
back into the market becoming more difficult. In the corporate
sector BBB names were most affected with spreads widening
between 0.10%-0.25%. Financials performed slightly better
with senior paper from major and regional banks widening
0.06%-0.07% with five years major banks closing at 0.92%.
Bank Tier 2 subordinated debt was the standout
underperformer in April, following the lead of the US market.
Tier 2 spreads widened between 0.28%-0.30% driven by
expectation of renewed issuance after an eight 8 month hiatus.
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This now leaves 5 years banks subordinated 0.71% wider than
Jan 1 levels. Highlighting the weak environment for Tier 2 debt,
CBA launched and priced a 5 years transaction with roughly a
0.15% new issue concession, but unlike previous deals where
the spreads contracted after pricing, the market just repriced
the Tier 2 curve and continued to push wider. With very shortdated Tier 2 offering good investment returns we added to our
Major bank and regional bank exposures. We added to our bank
exposure over the month with total credit risk increasing to 1.95
years from 1.89 years.

Socially Responsible Investments in Focus
During the month, major US banks again showed a reluctance
to commit to alignment of their fossil fuel financing policies
with net-zero by 2050 targets. Despite the banks signing up to
the Net-Zero Banking Alliance, which commits to
decarbonising their portfolios by the middle of the century,
motions were roundly defeated at Wells Fargo, Bank of
America, and Citi. More constructively, CBA will offer
customers who build 7-star energy efficient home with solar
and no gas a 1.99% standard variable rate to speed up the
energy transition in the most polluting part of its financing
portfolio. This will help CBA reduce the financed emissions of
mortgages (scope 3), an area that is becoming a growing focus
in the US and Europe.
Coles announced last week it would become Australia's first
major supermarket group to sell a carbon-neutral beef line
after it worked with farmers to reduce their emissions and
purchased carbon credits (ACCUs) to offset the significant
proportion of the carbon that they could not directly abate.
Controversially, the ACCUs will be purchased from the
Armoobilla Regeneration Project in south-west QLD where
Andrew Macintosh, the former chairman of a key market
oversight integrity committee, has noted a material reduction
in tree cover between 2015 and 2022 during the period they
were issued the credits due to an outdated model used to
estimate tree growth. Coles maintains the offset units
purchased for the program meet the requirements of the
Australian Government's Climate Active Carbon Neutral
Standard.
The Australian Federal Court has ordered Westpac to pay $113m
for widespread compliance failures across multiple businesses,
including banking, superannuation, wealth management and
insurance. The penalties relate to historical civil penalty
proceedings filed by ASIC, where the Judge found that
Westpac's systems and compliance failures were a common
feature across all 6 matters, and the misconduct by Westpac
was considered serious. In accordance with the principles of the
Fund's Sustainable Policy, Westpac has not been included in
the Altius Sustainable investment universe for the past three
years because of these and certain other compliance
shortcomings.
New Zealand's Transpower has launched a Green Finance
Program, certified under the global Climate Bonds Standard.
The Green bonds are intended to "align our funding strategy
with our sustainability objectives, while maintaining the
reliable and secure operation of the grid and market system."
This is the first Certification globally of a transmission grid
under the newly published Electrical Grids and Storage criteria.
Sean Kidney, CEO of the Climate Bonds Initiative says, "This is
an exciting moment for power transmission and distribution
companies around the world. New Zealand's Transpower is
leading on global best practice in green financing while
advancing on its goal of a net zero grid."
NSW has released a draft Natural Capital Statement of Intent
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for consultation. The Statement outlines the NSW
Government's vision for valuing and investing in NSW natural
resources and harnessing the power of NSW landholders to
participate in natural capital markets. The government is
consulting with key stakeholders including investors,
conservation groups, farmers and land managers.

Outlook
Headline Australian inflation has accelerated to 5.1%. Peak
inflation is expected during the third quarter 2022 as baseline
effects from earlier contributions to inflation cease to rise as
rapidly. Inflation pressures are likely to be elongated given
bottlenecks have become more acute and protracted. The
likelihood of further European sanctions related to Russian gas
and oil supply is significant enough to pressure global energy
prices higher. China's COVID-19 related lockdowns have
particularly impacted major transport hubs.
Rising building material prices are a combination of global
forces and a domestic construction boom. Energy price rises in
Australia are likely to spread beyond automotive fuel to
electricity. The cut to excise duty on fuel is temporary in its
impact, but should detract from inflation in quarter 2, though
not enough to offset the broadening of inflation pressures.
Domestically, wage pressures are being observed to be
increasing as the labour market tightens further.
A key strategy within the portfolio is to take advantage of
higher realised and expected headline inflation. We hold
inflation linked bonds with an overlay that takes advantage of
the indexation to the rising CPI of the inflation linked bonds as
well as the rising gap in yield between inflation linked and
nominal government bonds. The current ten-year market
implied inflation rate is 2.60%, only slightly above the RBA
inflation target mid point, and significantly below forecast
inflation.
Historically, once a tightening cycle commences in Australia,
there has been an initial continuation higher in yields as
markets overreact, as hedging against potential further rises in
interest rates takes place. However, with a lag, the result in a
tightening of financial conditions leads to bond market
correction via a meaningful rally over time.
Australia's household indebtedness has risen to around 115% of
GDP. A large proportion of fixed rate mortgages revert to
floating during the next year, meaning RBA policy setting
efficacy is increased. As a percentage of household income, the
average mortgage repayment with a cash rate of 2.5% is
equivalent to the final stages of the tightening cycle in 2008.
The peak implied by the Australian bond markets is a cash rate
of 3.75%. We believe this to be excessive.
Significant liquidity gaps, in part caused by the global shift
from "QE" to "QT" coupled with central banks lifting cash
rates, has contributed to the weakness in bond markets, and
has begun to impact equity markets that in time will lend
support to bonds.
Current portfolio strategic duration positioning is slightly short
of benchmark. Inflation is yet to peak, but we are alert to an
earlier peak in bond yields and will look for opportunities to
increase our duration as signs of the peak are nearing over
coming months.
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Top 10 Holdings
Issuer

APIR code

AUS1392AU

National Australia Bank

Inception date

28 Jun 2021

Suncorp-Metway Ltd

5.77

AA-

5.64

BBB+

3.26

Macquarie Bank Ltd

A

3.08

ING Groep Nv

A-

2.86

Societe Generale Sydney

A

2.83

UBS AG Australia

A+

2.69

Commonwealth Bank Aust

AA-

2.21

Minimum initial investment

$5,000

ANZ Banking Group

Fund size (net asset value)

$455.83m

Bendigo And Adelaide Bk

Management fee*

0.30% p.a.

Sector Profile
Asset Class

Portfolio %

8.13
6.30

Bank Of Queensland Ltd

*Refer to the Fund's Product Disclosure Statement for more details on the Fund’s
management costs which also include recoverable expenses and indirect costs.
Total management costs may vary.

AAA+

Monthly

Nil

Portfolio %

BBB+

Distribution frequency

Buy/Sell spread

Senior Rating

Ratings Exposure

Supranationals

5.28

Rating

Industrials

10.46

AAA

26.91

Financials

56.35

AA+ to AA-

21.46

Asset Backed

19.72

A+ to A-

28.32

Money Market

2.63

BBB+ to BBB-

23.31

Agencies

0.00

11am

4.74

Cash at Bank

0.82

Portfolio %

Ratings / Awards

Portfolio Summary Statistics
Asset Class

Portfolio

Benchmark

Yield to maturity (%)

1.41

0.39

Modified duration (days)

31.23

45.03

Credit duration (years)

2.15

N/A
Important Information

Interest Rate Profile
Term

Portfolio %

0 - 30 days

45.83

30 - 90 days

41.00

90 days - 1 year

2.40

1 - 3 years

6.78

3 - 5 years

3.99

Units in the Australian Unity Sustainable Short Term Income Fund - Retail are
issued by Australian Unity Funds Management Limited ABN 60 071 497 115, AFS
Licence No. 234454 as responsible entity of the fund. The information in this
document is general information only and is not based on the objectives, financial
situation or needs of any particular investor. In deciding whether to acquire, hold
or dispose of the product you should obtain a copy of the current Product
Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Additional Information Document (AID) and
consider whether the product is appropriate for you. Copies are available by
calling us on 1300 997 774 or +61 3 9616 8687 (if calling from overseas). Past
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This document is
updated monthly and is current at the time of publishing. We may change the
investment characteristics of The Fund at any time.
Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (collectively, "Bloomberg") do not
approve or endorse this material and disclaim all liability for any loss or damage
of any kind arising out of the use of all or any part of this material.
The Zenith Investment Partners (ABN 27 103 132 672, AFS Licence 226872)
("Zenith") rating (assigned June 2021) referred to in this document is limited
to "General Advice" (s766B Corporations Act 2001) for Wholesale clients only.
This advice has been prepared without taking into account the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any individual and is subject to change at any time
without prior notice. It is not a specific recommendation to purchase, sell or hold
the relevant product(s). Investors should seek independent financial advice
before making an investment decision and should consider the appropriateness
of this advice in light of their own objectives, financial situation and needs.
Investors should obtain a copy of and consider the PDS or offer document before
making any decision and refer to the full Zenith Product Assessment available on
the Zenith website. Past performance is not an indication of future performance.
Zenith usually charges the product issuer, fund manager or related party to
conduct Product Assessments. Full details regarding Zenith's methodology,
ratings definitions and regulatory compliance are available on our Product
Assessments and at http://www.zenithpartners.com.au/RegulatoryGuidelines

